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Reading 

                    

                        At Least   

                                by Raymond Carver 

 

I want to get up early one more morning, 

before sunrise. Before the birds even. 

I want to throw cold water on my face 

And be at my work table 

when the sky lightens and smoke 

begins to rise from the chimneys 

of the other houses. 

I want to see the waves break 

on this rocky beach, not just hear them 

break as I did all night in my sleep. 

I want to see again the ships 

that pass through the Strait from every 

seafaring country in the world --- 

old, dirty freighters just barely moving along, 

and the swift new cargo vessels 

painted every color under the sun 

that cut the water as they pass. 

I want to keep an eye out for them. 

And for the little boat that plies 

the water between the ships 

and the pilot station near the lighthouse. 

I want to see them take a man off the ship 

and put another up on board. 

I want to spend the day watching this happen 

And reach my own conclusions. 

I hate to seem greedy – I have so much 

to be thankful for already. 

But I want to get up early one more morning, at least. 

And go to my place with some coffee and wait. 

Just wait, to see what’s going to happen. 
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Are We There Yet? 

 

A sermon on waiting.  Mostly I don’t like to wait. Lines at the grocery store, lines at Department 

of Motor Vehicles, delays at a doctor’s offices, and just the other night being put on hold for 

eons (ok 34 minutes) waiting for the Microsoft Help Desk. For me, waiting seems like a waste of 

time. 

 

Our family drives from the DC area to New Hampshire often, and over the years our kids have 

figured out every possible version of the question, ‘Are We There Yet?’ as they waited mile after 

mile to get ‘there.’ 

 

At times the stakes of waiting are higher. We wait to hear the car door shut at curfew. We wait 

for forecasted storms, and check for water in the basement. We wait for test results. In these 

times, we wait knowing of risks and having little control. Waiting often comes with the knot in 

the stomach, and a wish to get past the wait.  

 

Yet, in our reading “At Least’ by Raymond Carver, we hear of a yearning to wait. He prepares 

for the day, getting to his work space, coffee in hand. We hear his desire to take in the fullness of 

the scene of the harbor. We sense curiosity and inquisitiveness, a hunger to wait for details.  

 

There is anticipation – a desire to take it all in and ponder. 

 

Somehow anticipation sounds better than waiting. Anticipating the lighting of the menorah each 

night during Hannukah, or to open gifts Christmas morning. We wait for the movie to start. We 

plan our vacation. In these moments of hope, our imaginations are in overdrive. What might 

unfold?  We’re hopeful, and at the same time, we often brace ourselves. We wait for the other 

shoe to drop. Where there is expectation, disappointment is possible.  

 

Waiting and anticipation come with uncertainty. There is that gap between where we are, and 

what we think might happen in a minute – an hour – a day – a week – a month. Our minds get 

way ahead…way, way ahead.  

 

Today Mark Walter lit the Hannukah candles. Hannukah is a story of miracle. It’s also a story 

where the lighting of candles marked time as the miracle unfolded. 

 

Today is also the first Sunday in the Christian liturgical year - the season of Advent. Advent 

marks time as we approach Christmas. Advent is a season where the purpose is waiting. Advent 

emerged centuries after the story of Jesus’s birth to help wait for the celebration of Jesus’s birth, 

and for the possibility of Jesus coming again. Advent is about ritual to prepare our minds and 

bodies for what is next. Advent is about making room for something greater, and taking time to 

do this with intentionality and celebration. 

 

Growing up my Episcopalian church had Advent wreaths where pink and purple candles were lit 

each week during the four Sundays leading to Christmas. Let’s be honest. I wasn’t focused on 

anything about counting down for Jesus – it was so, so a countdown wreath for the coming of 
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Santa Claus.(I had many stories intertwined.) A few years I remember Advent calendars with 

chocolates in the foil windows. Breaking down the wait helped. 

 

I believe Christmas morning took on greater meaning because I’d had to wait. I could barely 

sleep the night before Christmas. I anticipated giving out my presents, and opening mine. I hoped 

for a rush - for joy. There were a few disappointments, but overall a magic time. While as 

humans I don’t see we are hardwired for specifically Advent calendars and wreaths, virtually all 

cultural and religious traditions have holidays leading to and celebrating the imminent return of 

longer days. 

 

This ability to anticipate with some sophistication is unique to humans. We defer gratification 

and delay impulsive behavior for a greater future gain, better than other species. In a few recent 

studies, chimpanzees were able to delay gratification some, but only for a few minutes to get the 

better treat. (While we have the ability, Black Friday craziness does make me wonder.)  

 

With human consciousness to anticipate and wait, comes the ability to anticipate hardship. Our 

forbearers knew they needed longer days to survive, but worried whether longer days would 

return. As early as Stonehenge, there was value placed on understanding the winter solstice. 

Certain stones were perfectly aligned with the sunset on the shorter night. Holidays were positive 

responses to the unknown. By chance these celebrations came after the harvest with was done 

and when the cupboards were full – full of promise.  

Preparations for celebrations marked time, breaking down the wait and likely lessening the fear. 

In time, early agricultural cultures named Gods, especially sun and moon gods, to care for what 

could not be controlled. Cycles of celebration and festivals (precursors to religious seasons) 

helped with the waiting. In time calendars began to emerge, giving a further sense of 

predictability to the wait. 

In modern times, we now know days will get longer. The science exists. To the minute and 

second, we know when the days get longer. With all of our science, we still are creatures of 

waiting and have knots in our stomach in times of uncertainty. We still worry. We need to cope 

and make waiting bearable as a part of our living. Waiting in 2013 is beyond just the solstice.  

How do we cope with waiting?  

We’re coached to wait patiently. Patience is hoisted up as a heavenly virtue. In Paul’s letter to 

the Corinthians we hear, ‘Love is patient and kind; love does not envy or boast; it is not 

arrogant…’ Waiting patiently is valued. Waiting respectfully is compassionate. At a minimum, 

reminding myself to wait without checking my email while the grocery clerk is ringing up my 

order.  

In a recent article, “Kids with No Patience” Slovie Jungreis-Wolff shares, “Parents who insist 

that their kids are unable to sit and wait patiently are shortchanging their children. There will be 

future situations when…they are going to need patience.” Whether in school waiting for their 

turn or waiting for the latest technology, she finds, “…Waiting is a form of response – how we 

explode, or don’t. Waiting and patience are forms of how we deal with small disappointments.”  
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It’s hard not to hear Wollf’s tone as nostalgic she considers how everything from digital photos 

to the microwave to texts have “…robbed our children of the gift of anticipation.”  

I don’t think it’s only children struggling with patience. This pull to instant gratification crosses 

generations. I have a sense of short fuses in many places. Importantly Wolff sees waiting as a 

path to empathy, “Waiting means that we open our eyes and see that this world does not only 

revolve around us. There are many types of people with whom we share this universe, all 

kinds of children and families. No one’s time is more precious.” 

 

Patience is in many ways countercultural. Waiting is counter cultural to our territorial nature. 

Studies by anthropologists of people boarding airplanes are fascinating. Even with assigned 

seats, overhead bin limits bring out our need to hurry up and wait. In the boarding line, some 

sway, some glare and the behavior is contagious as others line up, even before the announced 

boarding call.    

 

We spend time and energy trying to eliminate as much waiting as possible. There is a sense of 

tension in waiting. While I don’t like most waiting – I like my microwave and direct deposit, and 

making commercials disappear using the DVR - waiting does help slow me down and remind me 

of the value of patience.  

 

Yet, patience and preparation don’t always rid us of the challenge and pain of waiting.  

In Rabbi Naomi Levy’s memoir, Hope Will Find You: My Search for the Wisdom to Stop 

Waiting and Start Living, she shares her journey with her daughter Noa. By five Noa had notable 

physical and developmental challenges. After a year of testing, the results were inconclusive and 

Levy and her husband were told it would take seven years to know the trajectory of Noa’s health. 

For the next few years her focus was entirely on her daughter – to heal her and to fix her. Other 

than that, Levy put her life on hold as she waited. A rabbi in the Reform tradition, she describes 

losing touch with the God she trusted to help. She shares that after a few years, her outlook 

shifted in a profound way, and could refocus on hope. Her sustained waiting and holding all else 

at bay lifted, and in doing so she found hope re-entered her life, especially from her daughter.  

 

To wait is a human universal experience. Waiting is about time. Even the expressions we use 

give us a sense of our value on time – our time. When we think of “waiting as killing time,” 

we’re tipping our hats. A. Powell Davies, a Unitarian minister in the 1940s and 1950s said, “Life 

is just a chance to grow a soul.” His words are a reminder we’re always on a spiritual journey, 

whether we’re aware or not. We’re on a spiritual journey even while we wait. 

 

How is waiting help grow your soul?. What do you learn from the inevitable experience of 

waiting?  

 

Religious traditions tie waiting and anticipation and expectation to patience. Patience gives a 

chance for a fresh unfolding, and a reminder that others needs need space and care. 

 

At times waiting that is tied to a deeper uncertainty. The mom waiting to know a daughter’s 

prognosis moved from waiting to hope as she, as she could, let go of the agony of just waiting. 

When she could.    
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Other times waiting calls us to a time of preparation and making room for the unknown with 

purpose. Religious traditions offer preparation as a way of waiting, and a reminder that 

preparation in and of itself has value. In the time of intentional readying, through story and 

rituals we prepare. As I set our dining table for Thanksgiving last week, I entered a rhythm of 

taking out our good plates, a serving dish from my grandmother, and another from Bill’s family. 

I folded napkins and found the sugar spoon. As I prepared I remembered holidays past. I 

anticipated new stories.   

   

As we wait, may we be aware of the small and big moments in life, alert to hope and possibility. 

There is no formula for waiting. Each time we find ourselves waiting, may we make the most of 

that moment. Waiting is a reminder life is about the journey itself, not the destination. 

I wish for each of us, the beauty of waiting to see the activity of the harbor unfold from just the 

right spot, fresh coffee in hand. 

 

May It Be So 


